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the Soviet Union to adopt a more open
attitude to many aspects of military infor-
mation; such information should be
regarded as a more matter-of-fact,
straightforward, everyday area of interest
rather than as an emanation of highly
sensitive national policy.

From the beginning of the Conference
there were two very different concep-
tions evident in the approaches adopted
by the West and the East. The Soviet
Union and lits allies attempted to pro-
mote what might be called a declaratory
conception of security, favouring high-
level governimental statements and
declarations outlining certain goals and
prescriblng certain forms of actlvity, but
in terms that would be neither specific
nor verifiabie. For ils part, the West (and
this vlew was very largely shared by the
Neutral and Non-Aligned group of
nations) argued that confidence and trust
must be built rather than declared; open-
ness in milîtary affairs, the West con-
tended, wouid only corne about as a
consequence of specific cooperative
actions undertaken by aIl participating
states together or in smaîler groups.
Thus, in the very eariy days of the Con-
ference. the Alliance Dresented a

ment lis a very long way from the treaty
which the East had originally proposed
and which it will probably continue to
put forward in other forums in the future.
Some contend that the inclusion of this
section in the Stockholm Document
gîves a semblance of legitimacy to the
East's political and declaratory approach
to security. Even if this is minimally true,
it should be borne in mind that the non-
use of force principle is a central feature
of the West's view of international rela-
tions, and that the language in the
Stockholm Document is Western rather
than Eastern in spirit and in manner of
presentation. It is clear beyond doubt
that no govemmental decisions will be
taken nor policies adopted on the basis
of this non-use of force text which are
not consistent with Western interests as
a whole.

Rather than winnlng generai accept-
ance for their specific ideas - which
they aîmost certainly knew would not be
the case - what the Soviets and their
allies were seeking at Stockholmn was a
move towards the establishment, on a
more or less regular basis, of a forum
for the constant or at least regular
review of the security situation in Europe

1984 and the resuit couid, if the
measures are honestly impiemented,
induce more openness and predictabiiity
in military activities in Europe. This could
in turn help to reduce one advantage
that the East has traditionally enjoyed:
secrecy. The problem of asymmetry has
bedevilled almost ail aFms control, disar-
marnent and security negotiations since
World War Il. Information that is readily
accessible in the media in the West is
generally regarded as highiy classified in
Eastern Europe. The programme of
activities agreed to at Stockholm shouid
go some distance towards reducing this
asymmetry even though il may flot elimi-
nate it.

But this is only a first step towards a
larger and more important objective. In
ail reaiism it must be noted that white an
atmosphere af confidence is an
absolutely necessary prerequisite for
arms control, the results of Stockholm
per se wlll hardly affect other advan-
tages enjoyed by the East: more troops
and more tanks, the advantages of
geography and a military doctrine based
on the concept of offence.

In assessing the basic componients of
the Stockholm Document and the bal-
ance of advantages inherent in the out-
come, it must be emphasized that the
whole complex bargain exists ai the
moment on paper; the ultimate success
or failure of the negotiation will depend
on how scrupulousiy the measures
themseives are implemented - and this
is a process that will take time.
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a Two questions corne ta mind im-
mediately how wlll the East's impie-
mentation of these undertakinge be
monitored, and, on the other side of the
same coin, how wlill we ourseives in the
West organîze our own implementation
activities? We, lîke the East, have under-
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the process of confidence-building le
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the conclusion cannot be avolded that il
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monitor the East's implernentation of the


